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This report summarises the progress made in the development 'of 
the FMaerial for Wrotham and the television aerial for SuttonColdfield, 
since the las~ reports were ~i tten. . 

Research Department Rep'ortNo. E.034, Serial No. 1948/19,' described 
the work. carried out on the ~Trotham F.M aerial up to July, 1948, and 
ResearchDepa~ent Report No.'E.032, Serial No. 1947/36, the 
corresponding progress on the Sutton Coldfield television aerial up to 
May, 1948. 

Since those reports were issued the mast contractor has been 
selected, and detailed design of the mast structure has commenced. 
In addition,. a. development programme,. on which the final aeria,l design 
Will be based, has been agreed with the aerial contractor~. rnthe 
case of the Sutton Goldfield aerial this work is now well advanced, 
but in the Case of theWrotham aerial, little further progress has 
~t~~m~. ' 

In both 'cases it has been found necessary to concentrate more 
BBC technical effort on these projects than was at first expected,and 
this 11as dela~d. other important work. 
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1. INTRODUCTION, 

The same type of mast is to be erected at both the Sutton Goldfield 
and Wrotham stations. It consists of a triangular support portion, a 
slotted cylinder above the support mast, comprising the FM aerial, ~d 
a cantilever top-mast carrying the television aerial. 

, ,",", . ' 

At Sutton Coldfield the overall mast height will be 750'~ 'It is 
not intended to provide the FM feeder system at this station in the 
first place. . ' 

At Wrotham the overall mast height ~vill be 500', 'and although 
provision will be made for a top~ast to carry a television aerial, 
this will not be erected in the first place. 

The aerials to be used for both the television and F.M services 
have already been described in the follo'wing reports:-

E.034-, Serial No. 1948/19 IIInterim Report on ,FM Aerial for 
Wrotham and Sutton Coldfield" 

E.O}2, Serial No. 194-7/36 :- "Interim Report on Button Coldfield 
Television Aerial ll

• 

It is assumed that the reader is familiar wi th these two parlier, 
reportee 

, 
The progress made S~lCe the issue of the above reports m~ 

conveniently be divided into work on the mast structure including the 
slot aeria1, the feeder system for the FM aerial, and the television 
aerial including the top-mast. The work on the development of the 
main feeders for both the television and FM services will not be 
included., since this is entirely the responsi bili tyof the aerial e 
contractors, Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd .. 

2. TEE MAST STRUCTURE, INCLUDJNG THE FM SLOTS 

The specification of the mast structure, including the FM slots, 
was prepared by the BBC, after discussions between the Civil Engineer, 
Building Department, Planning and Installation Department, and 
Research Department. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph CompanY, Ltd., 
the sub-contractors for both of these aerials, had however agreed to 
the Clauses relating to the ~r aerial portion, basing their agreement 
on a knowledge of the experimental work initiated by the BBC Research 
Department. 

The specification for the mast was issued for tender by the 
Civil Engineer in March, 1948, and Callenders Cables Ltd. were 
eventually selected as the mast contractors. 
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• :The mast will take the form of a stayed lattice steel support mast 
of triangular section, on top of which there will be a cyliriclrical .... , 
portion aJ?proximatelylOO' long, and 6' 611 diameter, whicl1.¥fill J.nclud,e 

. the EM slots. A cantilever top-mast will be erected at the. top . of . 
the cylmdrical portion at Sutton Coldfield. A similarprovi~ion: Wd.ll 
be made at Wrotham, but it is not intended to erect the top~mastin' 
the first place.· A number of discussions between Ga11e~ders C~bles Ltd., 
Maroo:q.i' sWireless Telegr-aph Company, Ltd., and the BBC have been held 
since the'mast contract was placed, to agree on, details of the mast 
design, in so far as they affect the aerial performance. • These. details 
have so far been of a comparatively minor nature, and do hot warrant 
mention in this report • 

It is expected that mast erection work on site will be complete 
at Su tton Coldfield by May, 1949, and a tWrotham by April, 1949. 

3. THE FM: FEEDER SYSTEM 

. From the work described in Research Departm~nt Report No. E.034-, 
it appeared that a practicable feeder system could be designed to 
fulfil the specified aerial performance. Nevertheless, at the time 
of, writing this report, the mast contractor had not been selected, and 
the exact form of the final aerial structure was not then known. 

When detailed proposals were eventual~ ~ceived from Callenders 
Cables Ltd., a meeting was held, attended by Marconi's and BBC engineers, 
to decide on the further progrannne of work. It was agrecdtmt, since 
up to that time no experimental work had been carried out by the 
MarcoUiCompany, the BBC Research Department proposal for feedi!lg.the 
slots. sh9u+d be adopted, and that the efforts of the' Marcciniqoinpany ' .. 
should. be concentrated on the engineering of this arrD.n@l1lcnt!Itwas 
also considered desirable to carry out further meastU.~emerits oh a'· 
singJ,.estack full-scale model of the Call ender proposal, to,a:sc:er-tain 
how the' differences between this p,rrangement and that preyiously· 
teste,d by the BBC would affect the design of the feeder system~ 
Means for controlling the slot impedcwce' over a limi tea range were:, 
~lso 'required, in order to match the aerial to the feedersj:3tem. . 

... , Altl1.bugh it Vias agr-eed that it was most important to. opta:tn this' 
information, the Marconi Company felt that they were too heavily . 
involved in the development of the television aerial to undertake any 
of 'this work before the full-scale 'model aerial was available. l'he ' 
onl.yalternative, therefore, was for the BBC to ~ontinue; m:ea;s~remen:ts 
at Oxford, leaving Marconifsto concentrate on the mechaDical. design 
and construction 9f the feeder system. The BBC are now, therefore, 
const~cting a full-scale model of the latest Oallender proposal, 
-and further tests will be made when this is ccmpleted. 
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Meanwhile, :Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd. are planning 
the feeder system, based entirely on the information supplied in Research 
Department Report No. E.034. . 

It was originally inte·ndGd to erect four stacks· of the final Wrotham 
aerial at Chelmsford for test purposes. It is now considered preferable 
to erect four stacks of a lightweight full-scale model of the aerial, and 
to c~J out all tests on this structure. This model will .be similar in 
all respects to the.fina1. aerial, except in the·th:l.clmpss of the plate 
·forming the cylinclricalportion. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, 
Ltd. have ordered this experimental aerial, and it is expected that it 
will be complete together with a feeder system and ready for tests by 
January 1st, 1949. It is hoped that by this time the results of the 
BBC single stack full-scale model will be available, including proposals ~ 
for controlling the slot impedance; this should help considerably to 
reduce the testing period at Chelmsford. 

It is worth while stressing at this stage that up to the present 
Marconi's have done no experirnental work ViM tsocver in cormection with 
the design of the aerial, and do not appear to have made a very close 
study of the technical considerations of the problem. It has not, for 
instance, been possible for them to send an engineer to Oxford to take 
part in the work on aerial measurements, or in the development of 
instruments necessary for such measurement s. This has, however, been 
entirely due to their preoccupation ,v.ith the development of the Sutton 
Coldfield television aerial described in Section 11-. It follows that the 
BBC must provide both technical assis.tance and equipment for carrying out 
tests.on the four stack aerial, and Marconi's ~ve already ind~cated that 
they consider this to be very desirable~ Both this job and the 
corresponding one on the television aerial are limely to continue for a 
considerable time. This means, Unfortunately, that the progress on 
other important work will be seriously affected. If, however, both 
these aerials are to be ready in time there ailpears to bc no alternative _ 
to this arrangement~ . 

4. TELEVISION AERIAL 

Research Department Report No. E.032 outlines· the experimental 
investigation which resulted in the decision to commence a joint 
development progr'DIllffie with Marconi' sWireless Telegraph COmpany, Ltd, 
based on a BBC design. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd. had 
also done some exper:imental work, but this was by no means· so far 
advanced as that of the BBC. It was eventually agreed that, if the 
aerial was· to be ready in time, the BBC proposal should be adopted. At 
this time certain modifications to the aerial propo.8t:3dby Marconi's 
Wireless Telegraph ComparlY, Ltd., with a view to imp~oving ~hemechanical 
design, were adopted. In adcli tion, it was decided to incorporate the 

, . 
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Marconi proposals for the balanced/unbalanced transformers and ,the 
diplexerfor combining the sound and vision signals,; ,It was . also 
agreed that the most useful division of effort would be for the'BBC 
to concentrate on a second smal+-scale model, embodying all .the .agr,.eed 
modifications, and for the Marconi Company to devote their n,ttention 
to engineering the full-scale model, based on the BBC results. 
Testing of the fUll-scale model vms agreed to be a joint responsibility. 

This programme has been followed with excellent results. The 
BBC model work hus always been ahead of the full-scale aerial, and 
was particularly valuable in determining the dimensions of the dipole 
elements of which the array is built. The policy of making small
scale models has been amply justified and has already resulted in a 
saving of time and. money out of all proportion to the effort put into 
the work. This is all the more gratifying since this type of work 
Was relatively new to the BBC, and a considerable amount of time had 
to be spent in obtaining and making equipment sui table. for these high 
frequencies, and in becoming familiar with measuring techniques.' 

On their own part, Marconi's Wireless :j:'elegraph Company, Ltd. 
have made . good progress with the complicated problems relating to the 
mechanical construction of the aerial. Progress has been limited 
throughout by delays in completing the mechanical construction rather 
than dUe to unforeseen technicaldifficul ties • 

. Co.;.operation in carrying out tests on the full-scaleinodel has . 
been extremely good. The BBC have provided a senior engineer full
time whenever testing work was in progress.; in addition, an impedance 
bridge belonging to the BBC Research Department has been carefully 
tested over the relevant frequency range and. lent to the ~,farconi . 
CamPap~ for the duration of the tests. 

Theprosent position is that the BBCsmall-scalemoq.el a:erial 
including the top-mast, dipole elements, feeder system, spli tc1rUJ.I1S 
ariddiplexer, has been completed. Performance tests have been made 
dUring all. stages of assembling thbaerial and have been satisfactory •. 
Final'tests of impedance, polar diagrams, and poy,rer gain ofthecoinplete 
structure are at present being carried out. . 

. On the full-scale aerial a single pair of dipoles was flrst,toqted 
at· CheJmsford, modified in the light of the corresponding measurements 
oh'the small-scale model, and eventually agreed to be satis~a?t<?ry .. 
A full-scale complete aerial system has now been partially Cbmpleted, 
mounted on a lightweight rotating top-mast. Measurements oh the . c.'. 

impedaticeof the dipoles have been completed, and work on the 
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distribution feeder system is proceeding. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Progress on both 'the Wrotham IDi.1 aerial and the SuttonColclfield 
television aerial i~ sati~factory. Unless unforeseen difficulties 
occur, both aerials will be ready by the scheduled dates. 

It has been found necessary to concentrate more BBC technical 
effort on both these projects than was at first expected, and this 
'has natur?,lly meant that other important work has been left, in 
abeyance. 
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